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  VERSION HISTORY 
==================== 



Version 0.1 [2005/06/30] 66K 
----------------------------- 
The debut of this guide. It contains sufficient information for people who 
just recently begun playing the game. Basically, I added only fundamental 
characters who only appears in Mineral town. For those who are very advanced 
in the game, don't be hasty on me, I'm working my ass on it. I had to  
remove myself from MapleStory and my other favorite entertainments  
just to do so. T_T 

Version 0.2 [2005/08/15] 75K 
----------------------------- 
This version is more complete than version 0.1 
The guide was fully edited and all under progress chars from the last 
version are now available.   

I'm prolly back to finish what I've started after a long pilgrimage in the 
"ocean of harship". This guide will now restart engaging  
itself in a race to completion. And good news! Someone more determined and 
fiercer than me decided to lend me a hand. We're officially two people 
working on this. I believe all has been said. 

Version 0.22 [2006/07/22] 78K 
----------------------------- 
Very well. Where to begin? I-am-an-indignant-bastard. There! I said it. 
Yes, I deserve to be yelled at for making numerous insane HM fans,  
especially women, wait for the latest release. What excuse do I have for  
such insubordinate and incompetent behavior? Erh. Well, no one is perfect. 
I'm not a machine, so please give me a break. T.T 
My spared time has been consumed by work and other errands. 'Nuff said. 
I will now resume my incomplete journey along with a new partner named 
Sorana. Just call her Sora for short. My other partner Timmy is no  
longer reachable. I can't seem to contact her. Little choice do I have 
but to continue this project without her. Although Tim, you'll will be 
preserved in the credit section. Moreover, on the guide front page too. 
If you want to come back, feel free to ask. 
For this release, just minor improvements in the Bachelors section. 
Sora and I will undertake a week or two to exercise ourselves 
"to stand back up on our feet". Also, I'm working on the boy version 
currently. It is nearly at its completion. So why not finish it now?   
Please accept my deep apologies for this inconvenient, dear HM fans. 
Happy harvesting. 

Version 0.25 [2006/08/09] 81K 
----------------------------- 

Please note that most information are taken from my character guide 
of the original version of this game (boy version). Does it cause 
a problem? I had this assumption that both version are similar in 
the domain of character analysis excluding some new events. Sadly, I 
was a bit wrong. Fear not though. It is only minor inaccurate 
information which result nonexistant harm. Once again, do not 
be alert. I'm currently working on this problem to replace  
inadequate data. It will be completely fixed by the  
release of version 0.30. For now, I have simply worked on the  
rival section. I'm taking this smoothly. Next stop, the Mineral 
town residents. 
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==================== 
I. INTRODUCTION 
==================== 

NOTICE: PLEASE READ THE VERSION HISTORY NOTICE 0.22 and 0.25 FIRST! 

FEW WORDS FROM KIRBY: 
The unending tale, once again, is written by me. If you liked the character 
guide I made for the original version but also lest it will not be  
concluded for a hella of time, then fear not. This time, the guide shall 
be more enjoyable and ultimately be worked on almost everyday unlike what I  
used to do with the FOMT guide. Well, this only concerns those who knows me 
on the Harvest moon forum on GameFAQs. They know the speed of my work. 
Perhaps one second less of difference. Who knows? >_>; 
So umh, the purpose of this guide is to aid players 
who wish to acknowledge certain characters or to make them like you.  
It will also help in triggering events (Cutscenes) of all characters. 
Note: Things in quotation are brief translations to make things shorter. 
Otherwise it is an awkward interpretation undefined or to demonstrate 
the importance of that word. 

Insanely having an urge of contacting me? Just e-mail me. :3 
Nevertheless, please follow these simple rules below: 
1. Remember that grammar and spelling are your friends. Meaning, use them. 
2. Write in the empty subject textbox something related to Harvest Moon. 
3. Make your message readable as possible. 

If one of these rules haven't been well respected, I'll innately delete the 
mail regardless looking at the content. Why? Simply because I've been 
receiving lots of Junk emails, so I'm getting the hang of instant deletion. 
One more thing, helpful tips and correction are greatly welcome and thus  
the result of you being in the credit section if the emails is valid in  
my taste. 

Before proceeding, I might have said it numerous times, but CTRL+F is there 
whenever you need it. That is what the Keyword section is all about. 
Furthermore, enjoy the guide~! 

  
==================== 
II. CHARACTER GUIDE 
==================== 

A. BACHELORS 

Unlike the original version, you only had 6 persons available that you'll  
spending your life with. Now, Natsume decided to add 3 more extra people  
in the bachelor list. Although, those threesome persons won't really  
change the outcome of your decision. Personally speaking though.  
Just see them for yourself and you'll know what I mean. Well, it depends  
on your taste of course. Normally, most girls wouldn't go for them.  
Nonetheless, physique doesn't really matter does it? All is about the  
personality. 

Those guys aren't yours for granted unfortunately. Other gorgeous women are 
working in the shadow to find a way to charm them as well. So, you'll have to 
assert great effort in order to crush them and strike for their heart. 



Sadly, nothing brutal is permitted. 

How does one seduce them? Simple. Just give them a gift once per day. Plus, 
encounter many events related to them. That's how you woo them in this game. 
You might have noticed throughout the game that their heart icon sometimes 
change into another color. The color determines their level of affection  
towards you. Here痴 how it goes: 

Gray - Level 1 
Purple - Level 2 
Blue - Level 3 
Green - Level 4 
Yellow - Level 5 
Orange - Level 6 
Red - Final Level 

Once you get to the final level, a blue feather will appear in the supermarket 
which will allow you to propose to one of the bachelors for marriage. If one 
refuses your proposal, it means you haven't done all the requirements for him 
to accept you. You must have: 
- The big Bed 
- Seen all their heart events 
- The bachelor must have his heart icon to red color 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           CLIFF            ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    CL1XF7F 

             BIRTHDATE: Summer 6           WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: At the Church 
             HOMETOWN: In the City         RIVAL: Ann 
             SEXUAL REF: Male              NATURE: Quiet 
             PARENTS: Unknown              PROFESSION: Traveler 
             SIBLINGS: Unknown              

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Curry rice and Sandwich. 
             ATTACHMENT FOR: Stew and Miso soup. 

             APPEARANCE: Long brown haired dude wearing a brown coat. 

Cliff is a foreigner who recently moved in Mineral Town. 
He left his family because he thought something else, somewhere out there 
was destined to him so as his intuition foretold him. So he went out in a  
pilgrimage hoping to find soon his purpose for his existence. 
When he came across Mineral Town, he decided to settle down his 
encampment there. Little did he know once he stepped inside the premise of 
the town, he felt an enigmatic pulse. 'Twas a pulse which brought him 
deep curiosities and interest in this town. Now, he awaits for something 
particular that will either give him good fortunate or despair. 
Cliff spends his day at the Church. He doesn't really wander outside 
because he is rather an anti-social type. Although, he is able to perfectly 
talk with Carter. During the night, he goes to the Inn where your rival 
Ann resides. Thus began their first first interaction that will turn out 
into a adorable relationship. 

HOW TO WOO CLIFF FOR BEGINNERS UNTIL AT PURPLE HEART: 



Unfortunately, Cliff is extremely hard to seduce in the beginning since 
most of his liked items come originally from the kitchen. So you have to  
work your way through with gifts which have little effect on his affection 
points. 

During Spring, mother nature provides you Bamboo Shoot. Umh, I assume 
our only option is to give it to Cliff huh? So everyday, go give Cliff 
one and the rest should go to the shipping bin. This won't probably make 
his heart to purple, but remains necessary for later. If you want, you can 
wrap the gift from the Supermarket. It gives extra points. 

During Fall, this time, mother nature provides you Mushies. So use those 
Mushrooms as reference gift for the season. Next year, you should have 
the kitchen as well as the utensils. Food conquers all! 
When that day finally comes, charming will be a lot easier. 

  _______________ 
 /               \ 
| CLIFF'S EVENTS / 
 \_______________\ 

BLACK HEART EVENT 
------------------ 

Simply walk inside the Church on a Tuesday or Thursday during.  
Carter will express happiness once he sees you. Without further ado,  
he will ask you if you could accomplish a certain troublesome task for him. 
The pastor implores you to seek an "opening" in Cliff's worrisome heart.  
He looks very preoccupied in his thoughts which is already  
complicated for Carter. When you walk to meet up with the quiet one,  
Cliff will look at you with three dots, trying to figure out what 
you want him. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           GRAY             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    GR4EJY5 

             BIRTHDATE: Winter 6           WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: At the Inn 
             HOMETOWN: In the City         RIVAL: Mary 
             SEXUAL REF: Male              NATURE: Serious 
             GRANDFATHER: Saibara          PROFESSION: Blacksmith employee 
             PARENTS: Unknown              EXTRA LOVE PTS: Buy jewelry 
             SIBLINGS: Unknown              

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: All ores except Junk ores 
             ATTACHMENT FOR: Baked Corn, Potato, Bodigizer, TurboJolt, 
                             Branches. 

             APPEARANCE: Orange haired guy wearing a blue cap. 

Chosen to be Saibara's successor, Gray moved to Mineral Town to learn the 
arts of Blacksmithing from his grandfather himself. Little did the young 
Gray know that his grandfather will show him merciless hardship. Doing 
a great job and showing good discipline, Saibara never praise him, not  



once. Only demanding for being acknowledge by Saibara, Gray suddenly  
began to feel different from what he used to be.  
He became a little arrogant as time passing by only with the thought 
"Please gramps, see me as a man!". One day, his bad inner self will  
vanish as Gray begins to know the sensation of tenderness and kindness 
after meeting Mary. 
During the morning, Gray will leave the Inn to head to the Blacksmith. 
Afternoon, he heads out to the library where he can sooth his soul by 
reading books, and of course, be with Mary. 

HOW TO WOO GRAY FOR BEGINNERS UNTIL AT PURPLE HEART: 
During Spring, simply go dig in the Spring mine for ores. All ores 
are fine excluding Junk ores. You could also give him some medicine 
boost up like Bodigizer, but it depends whether you have plenty 
of money or not. You better save up for the near future if I'd be you. 
So give him an ore everyday. Also buy jewelry for extra love points. 
Repeat the same routine for 20 days. 
His heart should go up approximately around those days. 

If you started wooing Gray in Summer, use a potato as an offering. 
You can still stick with Ores if you wish if you truly want to save 
up. For the remaining seasons, ores are the main option. 

  ______________ 
 /              \ 
| GRAY'S EVENTS / 
 \______________\ 

BLACK HEART EVENT 
------------------ 

On a Tuesday, Friday, Saturday or Sunday, head out to the Blacksmith shop 
between 11AM-1PM. You just barged in into a quarrel between family members. 
When Gray notices your presence, he acts like an irreverent fool towards 
you. Not truly his fault due to pressure from his grandfather. 
After realizing his action towards an innocent girl, Gray will apologize  
and ask for your forgiveness. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (          DOCTOR            ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    D061OWR 

             BIRTHDATE: Fall 19            WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: At the Clinic 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town        RIVAL: Elli 
             SEXUAL REF: Male              NATURE: Serious/ambitious 
             PARENTS: Unknown              PROFESSION: Doctor 
             SIBLINGS: Unknown             EXTRA LOVE PTS: Get examined. 

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Relaxation tea, Elli's leaves and Hot Milk. 
             ATTACHMENT FOR: All grasses and Milk. 

             APPEARANCE: Is wearing an optical device on his head. 

The doctor runs obviously, the Clinic, with the support of his personal nurse, 



Elli. The doctor is a disciplined man who wishes to seek power in order  
to help those in need. In his childhood, he was an unhappy kid who  
wasn't treated like normal kids. His parents didn't treat him 
with the fundamental ingredient called "affection". Thus why the reason 
you don't usually see him smile. Since his parents were doctors, they 
never had time to spend with their son. Their son deprived them until he  
became also a doctor. He felt their burden which is having this huge  
responsibility of being a savior. When he knew this feeling, he felt guilty  
for being such an ass to his parents and he asked for  
redemption by trying to help as much of people as possible. Yet, he thinks 
this wasn't sufficient enough to calm his thirstiness. 

HOW TO WOO THE DOCTOR FOR BEGINNERS UNTIL AT PURPLE HEART: 
Every season, mother nature provides grasses. Use them as a 
gift for the doctor. Therefore he will be at Purple heart very 
easily. You could also give him milk, that is unless if you have purchased a 
cow. Also, get regular checkups to raise extra affection points.  
This routine should take 20 days depending on your action taken. 

  ________________ 
 /                \ 
| DOCT0R'S EVENTS / 
 \________________\ 

BLACK HEART EVENT 
------------------ 

On a Monday, Thursday or Saturday between 9AM-4PM, go to the clinic. 
The doctor will clarify that you seem unfamiliar to him. After he figures  
out that you're the new farmer in town, he will introduce himself as well as  
telling you what kind of services he is offering. As an example of service,  
he will give you a dose of medicine which you won't appreciate. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (            KAI             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    K4A1IYE 

             BIRTHDATE: Summer 22          WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: In the city 
             HOMETOWN: In the City         RIVAL: Popuri 
             SEXUAL REF: Male              NATURE: Pimp 
             PARENTS: Unknown              PROFESSION: Chef Cook 
             SIBLINGS: Unknown              

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Pineapple and (L) fish. 
             ATTACHMENT FOR: All Summer crops and Flour. 

             APPEARANCE: Tan guy wearing a purple bandana. 

Kai is only available on Summer. Before the first day of Summer, use the road  
of your farm which leads to town between 2PM-7PM. You'll meet up with him and 
engage yourself in a smooth conversation along with May and Popuri later on.  
If you missed this opportunity, fear not. He will come by at your farm  
tomorrow morning to introduce himself. 



Kai is good when it's about women. A "pimp" would be the appropriate word. 
Every young woman in town finds him rather good-looking. That also  
includes married women. When Rick heard about this rumor involving 
Popuri, her sister, flirting with Kai, he swore to protect his sister from  
that outrageous hood by all means. Despite Rick being a abominable threat,  
Kai always managed to overcome him. 

HOW TO WOO KAI FOR BEGINNERS UNTIL AT PURPLE HEART: 
Kai is most likely the hardest person amongst the bachelors to captive since 
Summer is the only occasion to seduce. We have to make it hasty and attack 
with full power. Our option is to give him gifts which he 
seems really fond about. Get your pineapples ready as soon as possible. 
In the meantime, while waiting for your summer crops to bloom,  
either give him Flour or a (L) fish. He likes them very much. 
   
  _____________ 
 /             / 
| KAI'S EVENTS \ 
 \_____________/  

KAI, THE ARRIVAL OF THE SUMMER PURPLE WIND 
------------------------------------------- 

REQUIREMENTS FOR EVENT TO TRIGGER: 
- Must be your first year gameplaying. 
- Must be before the day of the commencement of Summer 

When you walk in by your farm to Downtown between 2PM-7PM, you'll come across  
Kai, Popuri and May. Both girls will express delightfulness and welcome Kai 
back in town. He will give an invitation to Popuri to visit him occasionally  
at his restaurant. Kai will soon be aware of your presence and will walk  
toward you while  the two ladies return to their home. He will say that he  
never seen you around before. And so go on his speech of formality.  
At the end of the event, he'll say that he has a restaurant at Mineral beach 
which will be open tomorrow. So he hopes to see you there, and he 
leaves you with a smile. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           RICK             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    R1IGCKE 

             BIRTHDATE: Fall 27            WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Poultry Farm 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town        RIVAL: Karen 
             SEXUAL REF: Male              NATURE: Protective 
             PARENTS: Rod/Lillia           PROFESSION: Chicken carer 
             SIBLINGS: Popuri              EXTRA LOVE PTS: Get 8 Chickens 

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Egg dishes and spa-boiled eggs. 
             ATTACHMENT FOR: Pudding, Chicken feed, Corn and honey. 

             APPEARANCE: Rick is an orange haired, nerdy looking kind of guy. 

Rick lives at the poultry farm with his sister Popuri and his mother Lillia. 
At the morning, he spends his time by sitting in the bench near the 



supermarket with Karen. Afterwards, he works all day long at the poultry farm, 
taking care of chickens.  

Rick hates Summer because that is when Kai arrives in town. 
In Rick's point of view, he thinks Kai only comes to Mineral town 
just to flirt with women, especially his little sister Popuri. He makes any 
necessary precautions for her sister to avoid him. Unfortunately for 
Rick, all his plans failed. Aside from having a heavy grudge on Kai, 
he also despise his father, not as much as Kai though. When his 
father left the house, Rick always prayed that his father will come 
back someday. But after several years, his faith began to fade away along 
with the admiration he had for him 'til he finally stopped believing in him. 

HOW TO WOO RICK FOR BEGINNERS UNTIL AT PURPLE HEART: 
Very simple. Get yourself a chicken NOW! When you do have one, head 
to the hot spring and toss your egg in the hot water. Do not be anxious, 
it doesn't count for littering. I hope so >_>...Anyhow, you'll gain 
a new egg called the spa-boiled egg. Afterwards, go give it to him. 
Repeat the same routine for 15 days and his heart should go purple. 

  _____________ 
 /             \ 
| RICK'S EVENTS | 
 \_____________/ 

BLACK HEART EVENT 
------------------ 

Walk into the Poultry farm on a Monday, Wednesday or Friday during 11AM-1PM. 
You just arrived at the right time where Rick just finished producing  
spa-boiled eggs. When he heard you were the new farmer, he will ask you if  
you love eggs. Those sweet, sublime eggs. Rick has a huge infatuation  
with eggs. Almost paranoid when talking about it. Two option will be 
given: Like or Dislike. If you chose the option where 
you like them, he will give you a spa-boiled egg and his affection 
level will rise. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (        MR.GOURMET          ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                   G0WR8IT 

             BIRTHDATE: Summer 21          WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Unknown 
             HOMETOWN: In the City         RIVAL: food 
             SEXUAL REF: Male              NATURE: Greedy 
             PARENTS: Unknown              PROFESSION: food taster/critique 
             SIBLINGS: Unknown              

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Any meal as long as it tastes good. 

             APPEARANCE: Big, fat man wearing a purple tuxedo. 

You won't see him frequently in town. Only on special occasions which 
concern food.  



HOW TO WOO MR.GOURMET: 
After the cooking festival is over, before 8PM, go give him a random meal. 
You must have won all his contests. Plus, you must've completed your 
recipe guide. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (            WON             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    W0N17UK 

             BIRTHDATE: Winter 19          WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Zack's place 
             HOMETOWN: Unknown             RIVAL: None 
             SEXUAL REF: Male              NATURE: Greedy 
             PARENTS: Unknown              PROFESSION: Merchant/being an ass 
             SIBLINGS: Unknown              

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Anything extremely expensive. 

             APPEARANCE: An Asian with a ponytail hair style who's wearing a 
                         yellow outfit. 

Traveling from city to another city, his sole purpose is to find  
a decent area where he could open his shop. He will settle his campment at 
Zak's place. Carrying this awful and greedy mind, he will try to take 
advantage of any circumstances. Especially from ignorant and naive people. 
Every season, he will come by at your farm trying to 
sell you special apples or whatsoever. When buying an apple, you'll see  
him talking as if he tricked you. If you don't buy any, he will just end 
up insulting you of being poor. Oh my, doesn't a farmer usually have a  
shotgun with him? =( 

  ____________ 
 /            / 
| WON'S EVENT \ 
 \____________/ 

BEAUTY AS PAYMENT 
------------------ 

REQUIREMENT FOR EVENT TO OCCUR: 
- Can only be triggered after Won's arrival in town 

Go to Zack's place between 11AM~3PM. Zack and Won will warmly greet you once 
you致e entered. As you were walking in, Karen also shows up. She was intrigued 
about this new store that she heard about. As a gentleman, Won tries to 
impress her by doing a "free item of your choice" day. When Karen chose her  
item and left, Zack will start wondering what item he should pick.  
Unfortunately, Won will say that today's free item choice day 
is over, so he'll demand both of you to pay up for any wanting items. Zack 
and yourself will give a curious expression toward him which will 
end the event. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 



                          |                          | 
                         (          KAPPA             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                   K4BP4ZV 

             BIRTHDATE: Unknown          WHERE IT RESIDE NOW: Kappa Lake 
             HOMETOWN: Unknown           RIVAL: None 
             SEXUAL REF: Unknown         NATURE: Anti-social 
             PARENTS: Unknown            PROFESSION: Unknown 
             SIBLINGS: Unknown              

             APPEARANCE: A green creature who looks like a prehistoric man. 

Kappa lives by himself deep within Mother's Hill's lake. You will never see  
him around in town. You can meet him by summoning him by tossing a cucumber  
into the lake. If you throw a cucumber each day in a row, you'll  
receive a special blue power berry from him. It gives you the ability 
to have better endurance during rainy/snowy days. 

==================== 

B. RIVALRY

Life isn't simple as we want it to be. It chews us then spits us out. 
During your way to claim yourself a husband, there is a respective girl 
which you must face beforehand. 
You have until the 4th year to accomplish what you must do. Within the 4th  
year, if you encounter the last heart event, 7 days later, you'll witness  
the marriage of that girl and her respective beloved man. Although,  
I'm pretty sure you'd succeed on marrying the man 
before her last event. If you do fail on the main 5 bachelors, you still 
have Kappa, Mr. Gourmet and Won. So fear not. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (          KAREN             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                   K4XR3N3 

             BIRTHDATE: Fall 15          WHERE SHE RESIDE NOW: Supermarket 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      TARGETED MAN: Rick 
             SEXUAL REF: Female          NATURE: Alcoholic 
             PARENTS: Jeff/Sasha         PROFESSION: None 
             SIBLINGS: None              

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: French Fries, Pizza, Popcorn, Wine 
             ATTACHMENT FOR: Bamboo Shoot, Diamond, Pink Diamond, 
                             Perfume and Truffles 



             APPEARANCE: A blonde girl with deep shining green eyes, wearing a 
                         purple blouse. 

Karen lives at the grocery store with her parents Jeff and Sasha. 
She doesn't really help around the store though. She only wanders 
around in her room, and occasionally near the paper wrap. 

Karen is a bad cooker. As a matter of fact, she doesn't even 
notice it herself. She isn't really aware that when she cooks for others, 
they start acting weird because of bad food indigestion. No one seems 
to bother to tell her that her meals are despicable though. I guess due to 
her magnificent beauty, people are afraid to sadden her. Moreover, she is 
an alcoholic. She goes to the inn at night to drink a bit. Perhaps 
another reason why people are afraid to confront her. Regardless 
those default, she still remain an awesome girl. 

The person whom she trust the most is Rick. Why? They are childhood  
friends.They used to play a lot together, especially in 
kindergarten. Nowadays, they simply wander around town to have 
gossip about the old days or exciting news. 
So obviously, Karen would be your rival for Rick. 

  _______________ 
 /               \ 
| KAREN'S EVENTS / 
 \_______________\ 

BLACK HEART EVENT 
----------------- 

REQUIREMENT FOR THE EVENT TO TRIGGER: 
- Must be in a sunny weather day 

Go visit the pond of the goddess after 11AM by COMING OUT of the  
Spring cave. You'll see Karen and Rick talking to each other. When 
getting deeper in the conversation, Karen will ask about Rod. Hearing 
the word Rod, Rick becomes mute for a mere second.  
Rod is Rick's male founder. To be more concise, his father.  
He doesn't comprehend why he left their family, especially when  
his mom is in a dire condition. For now, Rick is feeling a bit  
tormented after telling what he had inside his chest. Slowly grabbing 
Rick's hands, Karen will tell him consolating words which will make 
this last more confident and reassured. "Right, the most important 
treasure is my family. I will do my best to take care of my family  
on my own". Those were his last words before the end of the cutscene. 

BEAUTY AS PAYMENT 
------------------ 

REQUIREMENT FOR EVENT TO OCCUR: 
- Can only be triggered after Won's arrival in town 

Go to Zack's place between 11AM-3PM. Zack and Won will warmly greet you once 
you致e entered. As you were walking in, Karen also shows up. She was intrigued 
about this new store that she heard about. As a gentleman, Won tries to 
impress her by doing a free item of your choice day. When Karen chose her  
item and left, Zack will start wondering what item he should pick.  
Unfortunately, Won will say that today's free item choice day 



is over, so he'll demand both of you to pay up for any wanting items. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (            ANN             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    AN17I35 

             BIRTHDATE: Summer 17        WHERE SHE RESIDE NOW: Inn 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      TARGETED MAN: Cliff 
             SEXUAL REF: Female          NATURE: Tomboy 
             PARENTS: Doug               PROFESSION: House cleaner 
             SIBLINGS: None              

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Cheese fondue, Truffle rice, pancakes  
             ATTACHMENT FOR: Cake, Sandwich, spa-boiled eggs, perfumes. 

             APPEARANCE: She is thin, dressed like a farmer. She has orange  
                         hair with a ponytail hairdo. 

Ann isn't the extravagant feminine type. Actually, less feminine than 
any other girls in town. In fact, she doesn't even wear feminine  
clothes nor make-up. But, she doesn't act masculine either. Somewhere 
in between, but not in the same average league of women. 
As her daily menu, she loves to clean her home and then take a  
long and hot bath. She runs the Inn with her dad Doug. 
Like her father, she has great talent at cooking. As for her mother,  
she died long time ago when she was still little. The accident occurred  
the 5th day of Winter. Despite her mother being dead, she was able to move on 
and live a happy life. Unlike her daughter, Doug hasn't been able to heal 
his wound regardless of having a dearest one to help him. 

Ironically, one of her functions is to clean the second floor's rooms. 
That is where Cliff and Ann had their first encounter. Cliff, the silent 
raccoon and Ann, the lovely maiden. This lovely maiden is your rival 
for Cliff.

  ______________ 
 /             / 
| ANN'S EVENTS \ 
 \_____________/ 

BLACK HEART EVENT 
----------------- 

REQUIREMENT FOR THE EVENT TO OCCUR: 
- Only on Spring or Fall before the 13th day 

Head to the Inn at the same hour as Cliff would, basically around 8PM.  
When going to the 2nd floor, you'll see Ann walking to meet up with Cliff. 
Ever since Cliff came to town looking quite silent, Ann was always 
wondering herself the history of the mysterious Cliff.  
As she tries to question him with a clear and calm tone, Cliff was 
trying hard to avoid her interrogation session.  



"Ah, I see...Well then, let us talk another time okay?" said Ann 
with a nod then leaves the room with this thought "I hope 
he will one day open up to people". 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           ELLI             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    EL1I3SA 

             BIRTHDATE: Spring 16        WHERE SHE RESIDE NOW: Clinic 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      TARGETED MAN: The Doctor 
             SEXUAL REF: Female          NATURE: Free-caring 
             GRANDPARENTS: Ellen         PROFESSION: Nurse 
             PARENTS: Unknown                    
             SIBLINGS: Stu 

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Perfume, Moon Dumplings, Elli's leaves. 
             ATTACHMENT FOR: Milk, Hot milk, 
  
             APPEARANCE: Brown haired girl, wearing a nurse/maid outfit. 
              

Elli works at the Clinic as a nurse along with the "doctor". 
All she does is sell remedies against falling stamina and 
fatigue. Her goals in life is to become a great nurse. The source of her 
motivation is from the possibility of helping her dearest ones at 
full potential. Why has she set her motivation from that? Years ago, 
her grandmother Ellen has lost her two legs (paralyzed) and has been  
this way until now. How? No official storyline has covered this yet. 
However, I think it's due to "that" syndrome which I can't recall the 
name that makes your legs's muscles tired. It can still be caught 
nowadays at an early age. Don't worry, vaccination has this covered 
this up. No problem. Back to Elli now! Thus, Elli felt guilty for  
being powerless when one of her dearest desperately needed help.  
Ever since her parents has passed away, she dedicated herself to  
Stu's safety. 

In the following days after the debute of her career, Elli 
grew this admiration toward the doctor's hardworking personality. 
Her admiration will soon convert into sparkles of love.  
She is your nemesis for the Doctor's heart. 

  _______________ 
 /              / 
| ELLI'S EVENTS \ 
 \______________/ 

BLACK HEART EVENT 
----------------- 

Head to the Clinic on a Monday or a Tuesday whenever you want. 
Inside, you'll see Elli and the doctor talking to each other. Elli 
complements the doctor for his good work. The doctor also made the 
same remark for her. However, he is also worried about how  
she is pushing herself more than her limit.  



Elli is happy about the Doctor's concern. Yet, she sensed 
that the doctor's concern was dedicated about her position as 
a nurse, not as Elli. She was a little upset, but remained quite  
casual nonetheless. "Eh. She seemed upset, what did I do?" struggled 
the doctor within his mind. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           MARY             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    M4RRJGY 

             BIRTHDATE: Winter 20        WHERE SHE RESIDE NOW: Basil's house 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      TARGETED MAN: Gray 
             SEXUAL REF: Female          NATURE: Coy 
             PARENTS: Basil/Anna         PROFESSION: Librarian            
             SIBLINGS: None 
              
             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Relaxation tea, Vegetable Juice/Latte 
             ATTACHMENT FOR: Perfume, Any accessories, Dress, 
                             Blue/Black/Red/White Grasses. 

             APPEARANCE: Black haired girl wearing glasses 

Mary spends most of her time at the library. After all,  
she is the proud owner of the establishment. She lives with her parents 
Basil and Anna. Her father is a naturalist who also likes to read books.  
Mary got this trait after her father. Unlike the other wives in town,  
she doesn't have the visage to compete with them. Although, her qualities  
and personality is quite unique. As a hobby, she loves to read books  
and write novels. She likes eventful days as well. 

Mary is your rival for Gray. 

  _______________ 
 /              / 
| MARY'S EVENTS \ 
 \______________/ 

BLACK HEART EVENT 
----------------- 

Go to the blacksmith shop between 10AM-1PM on any day except Monday. 
Mary will walk in and ask Saibara if he is done with fixing her 
Father痴 tool. Meanwhile the negotiation between those two, 
Gray accidentally hurts himself by pounding his finger with a steel hammer. 
Mary was very worried about Gray who was awfully bleeding. So she  
took care of the situation by giving Gray a bandage. Gray was blushing 
due to her kindness. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (          POPURI            ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 



                                    PO9YWI2 

             BIRTHDATE: Summer 03        WHERE SHE RESIDE NOW: Poultry farm 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      TARGETED MAN: Kai 
             SEXUAL REF: Female          NATURE: Spoiled 
             PARENTS: Rod/Lillia         PROFESSION: Chicken carer 
             SIBLINGS: Rick 
              
             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Any egg recipes   
             ATTACHMENT FOR: Perfume, Any accessories, Dress 
                              
             APPEARANCE: Pink haired girl wearing a black/white dress 

Popuri lives at the poultry farm with her brother Rick and her mother 
Lillia. Sometimes, she acts like a childish person but then again, 
she's very respectful and kind towards everybody in town. In the morning, 
she spends her time at the Goddess hot spring with Ann only in sunny days. 
Afterwards, she spends all her time at the poultry farm.  
She occasionally goes to Rose square or to church. 
She love taking care of chickens. She also love babysitting Stu and May.  
Most importantly, she devotes most of her time at taking care of  
her mother Lillia since she is ill. Her dad left the house  
to find a medicine for his sick wife. He haven't returned yet. For 
the time being, she is doing her best. 

Like I said, Popuri is the childish and eccentric type. These sort 
of girls usually go for cool good-looking male. Please note that I used 
the word "usually". So please don't flame me ladies not just because 
I seem flammable. Ahem. Where was I? Kai fits correctly to that 
category. He is a good target for coming her husband. 

  _________________ 
 /                / 
| POPURI'S EVENTS \ 
 \________________/ 

BLACK HEART EVENT 
----------------- 

Head to the beach between 1PM-3PM on a Sunny Sunday. 
You'll see Popuri talking with Kai on how delicious and fancy his foods are. 
Popuri will ask Kai if he could cook something for her sick mother too. 
Without any hesitation, Kai accepts with pleasure. That is all to it. 

KAI, THE ARRIVAL OF THE SUMMER PURPLE WIND 
------------------------------------------- 

REQUIREMENTS FOR EVENT TO TRIGGER: 
- Must be your first year gameplaying. 
- Must be before the day of the commencement of Summer 

When you walk in by your farm to Downtown between 2PM-7PM, you'll come across  
Kai, Popuri and May. Both girls will express delightfulness and welcome Kai 
back in town. He will give an invitation to Popuri to visit him occasionally 
at his restaurant. Kai will soon be aware of your presence and will walk  
toward you while  the two ladies return to their home. He will say that he  
never seen you around before. And so go on his speech of formality.  



At the end of the event, he'll say that he has a restaurant at Mineral beach 
which will be open tomorrow. So he hopes to see you there, and he 
leaves you with a smile. 

==================== 

C. TOWN RESIDENTS 

Some Mineral citizens may be useless in supporting you to achieve your goal, 
nevertheless it would be wise to be friend with them anyways.  
You'll certainly receive privileges if you do so.  
Such as encountering their personal events, giving you cooking recipes  
and much more.  

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (          THOMAS            ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                   TH07M45 

             BIRTHDATE: Summer 25        WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: In a house 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Thoughtful 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: Mayor 
             PARENTS: Unknown             
             SON: Harris 
              
             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Wild Grape Wine, Diamonds, Pink diamond. 
             ATTACHMENT FOR: Wine, Buckwheat Noodles and Pickled Turnip. 
                              
             APPEARANCE: Fat and "mustached" guy wearing a red hat. 

Thomas is the most important fellow in town since he is the mayor. Well, 
actually the second most important guy in town after you. Without 
you being the new owner of the farm, the town would have serious problems. 
Anyway, you'll usually find him in his house which is next to Ellen's house. 
Otherwise, you could find him at Ellen's house, the supermarket, the town  
plaza or the Inn. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           ZACK             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    Z4KC1K3 

             BIRTHDATE: Summer 29        WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: House 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Bossy 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: Delivery boy 
             PARENTS: Unknown             
             SIBLINGS: None 



              
             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Vegetable Juice, Fried Rice and Noodle 
             ATTACHMENT FOR: Cheese, Savory pancakes and Milks. 
                                           
Zack gives you your payment at the end of the day. 
For that, you need to ship at least one shippable item. When doing so, 
he should be coming at 5PM to pick them up. If not, perhaps you're 
in a festival day. After 5 o'clock, you can still ship stuff, but he 
will come by tomorrow to pick them up. 

Zack lives with Won in a house next to the dock. Inside the house, 
you'll see pictures of Lillia hanging on the wall. From deduction, it 
seems Zack has a crush on Lillia. But because of Rod, he  
doesn't dare to betray him for the sake of their friendship.  
Rod is the one who brought Zack into town in the first place.  
Even though Rod is gone now, Zack is still loyal towards him. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (            ROD             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    RSHO48D 

             BIRTHDATE: Unknown          WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Unknown 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Thoughtful and courageous 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: Owner of the Poultry farm 
             WIFE: Lillia             
             CHILDREN: Rick/Popuri 

Rod is the founder of the poultry farm. 
He found true happiness by marrying Lillia. And now, he has two children. 
One day, his wife Lillia got sick. This sickness is still unknown, thus no  
cure has been found yet. To save her wife, Rod left town in order to find  
a medicine for her wife. After years have passed, Rod hasn't returned yet. 
Lillia's sickness has begun to concede itself. She took over the poultry 
farm in her husband痴 absence. Seasons have passed, yet her  
husband never came back. Being deceived many times, Rick has decided 
to stop believing him. Unlike Rick, Popuri and Lillia still kept faith  
in him for the day he will seek to come back home safely. For now, Rod's 
whereabouts remain a mystery. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (          LILLIA            ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                   L1XL14A 

             BIRTHDATE: Spring 19        WHERE SHE RESIDE NOW: Poultry farm 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Gentle 
             SEXUAL REF: Female          PROFESSION: Owner of the Poultry farm 
             HUSBAND: Rod             
             CHILDREN: Rick/Popuri 

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Egg dishes, pink cat flowers, all accessories. 



             APPEARANCE: Pretty young woman with pink hair. She always has her 
                         eyes closed. 

A few years ago, Lillia was very ill; the next day after that her husband 
decided to depart on his journey on finding a cure for her. 
Time passed by, she began to get better and stronger. What she worries 
the most is not actually her health, but her beloved husband. 
Not knowing the whereabouts of Rod, Lillia took charge of the Poultry farm. 
Even though she is better now, her illness hasn't really vanished,  
she still has trouble with the "limit of her body". While doing some  
chores, she will eventually have a hard time to breathe and  
show some weakness. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           DOUG             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    DU9PB6G 

             BIRTHDATE: Winter 11        WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Inn 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Serious 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: Inn Keeper 
             WIFE: Unknown             
             Daughter: Ann 

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Honey, Wine, Sandwich, Apples and Cheeses. 

             APPEARANCE: Mean looking character with orange hair and mustache. 

Doug is the father of the beautiful Ann and the rough owner of the Inn. 
When talking to him, at first sight you might think of him as a meanie. 
But when you致e become friend with him, he will gradually have sympathy on you. 
You'll always find him either behind the counter or in the kitchen.  
There is one day where he will actually go outside which is the memorial 
of her wife. Her wife died long ago which was the 5th day of Winter. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           HARRIS           ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    H4VR1Q5 

             BIRTHDATE: Summer 04        WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Mayor's house 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Watchful 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: Police officer 
             FATHER: Thomas              TARGETED GIRL: Aja 
              
             ATTACHMENT FOR: Any flavor juice, stew and miso soup. 

             APPEARANCE: Police officer who possesses a real long nose. 

Harris is a police officer. Fortunately for him, Mineral town is  
a peaceful place where crime rarely occurs. And probably, not even.  



You can often find him at Gotz's place or at the Inn.  
During the night, you'll find him in front of the mayor's house.  
Apparently, Harris has a crush on Aja who has left the town long ago. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (          SAIBARA           ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                   54IB4R4 

             BIRTHDATE: Spring 11        WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Blacksmith shop 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Hard working 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: Smith 
             PARENTS: Unknown            TARGETED GIRL: Ellen 
             GRANDSON: Gray              

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Adamantine and Moon rock. 
             ATTACHMENT FOR: Miso soup. 

             APPEARANCE: Old man with white hair around his head. All bald  
                         up on top. He痴 got a big white eyebrow and a long  
                         beard 

Saibara is one of the game痴 most important character since he can ease 
your pain by upgrading your tools for farming. However, in order for  
him to do so, you must be the one who must provide the necessary 
materials. Same goes for asking him to make you makers and females 
accessories. Once he accepts your request, you can no longer enter 
the shop until he has finished your request. 

You'll usually find him in his shop. Otherwise, at Ellen's house. 
Gray, his grandson, is the chosen one who'll inherit Saibara痴 entire domain. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           ELLEN            ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    EL1EZNS 

             BIRTHDATE: Winter 13        WHERE SHE RESIDE NOW: House 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Generous 
             SEXUAL REF: Female          PROFESSION: None 
             Husband: Unknown             
             GRANDCHILDREN: Elli/Stu             
              
             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Yarn, Rice Cake and Hot Milk            

             APPEARANCE: An old lady with a berret on her head. 

Ellen is Elli and Stu's grandmother. 
She watches over Stu while her sister is working at the clinic. 
As you can see, she is always on her chair and never outside. That is  
because when she was younger, she caught an illness that made her  
legs paralyzed, probably forever. Nevertheless, she seems pretty happy with  



the handicap. Her husband died a few years ago before your arrival. 
After her husband痴 death, Ellen was quite sad. Little did Ellen know that 
her husband left some surprising trail behind him before his death. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (            STU             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    S42TWUZ 

             BIRTHDATE: Fall 15          WHERE SHE RESIDE NOW: Ellen's house 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Spoiled 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: None 
             GRANDMOTHER: Ellen             
             SIBLINGS: Elli 
              
             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Your dog, Honey, Chocolates, Sandwich,  
                               Fruit Juices 
     
             APPEARANCE: A little kid with a mushroom haircut style. 
             
Stu lives with his Grandmother Ellen and with his big sister Elli.  
You'll usually find him at Ellen's house or in front of the 
church with May and Carter. As a hobby, he loves to pick up 
bugs and show them to his grandmother and especially to his big 
sister Elli since he knows she extremely despises bugs. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (         BARLEY             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                   B4R13RY 

             BIRTHDATE: Spring 17        WHERE SHE RESIDE NOW: Yodel Farm 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Sensible 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: Farmer 
             DAUGHTER: Joanna             
             GRANDDAUGHTER: May 
               
             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Miso Soup, Rice, Vegetable and Tomato Juice. 

             APPEARANCE: an old delicate man, who possesses no hair at all,  
                         only a beard. 

Barley is the owner of the Yodel Farm. He has a daughter named Joanna 
and one granddaughter named May. You'll usually find him at the Yodel Farm. 
Sometimes, you can find him either at the hot spring area with May or at 
Thomas' house. Barley is a fundamental character of the game 
since you can only purchase cows and sheep at his department.  
Although being a farmer, Barley doesn't grow any crops around; just  
raises animals. 



                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (          JOANNA            ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                   J04NEY9 

             BIRTHDATE: Unknown          WHERE SHE RESIDE NOW: Unknown 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Pure hearted 
             SEXUAL REF: Female          PROFESSION: None 
             FATHER: Barley             
             DAUGHTER: May 

Joanna is Barley's daughter also known as May's mother. As for 
her husband, the case rests unknown. She took-off years ago while May 
was only a baby just to explore the wide world, trying to find her own 
destiny and fortune. She doesn't believe that she was meant to work at 
the Yodel farm. Joanna left May in the care of her father. Her father 
badly reacts on Joanna's action. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           MAY              ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                   171AY2X 

             BIRTHDATE: Winter 26        WHERE SHE RESIDE NOW: Yodel Farm 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Pure hearted 
             SEXUAL REF: Female          PROFESSION: None 
             MOTHER: Joanna             
             GRANDFATHER: Barley 

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Apples, Honey, Fruit Juice, Bracelet. 

             APPEARANCE: Little girl with black hair structured with two  
                         ponytails, one on each side as hairdo. 

May lives at the Yodel Farm with her grandfather Barley. You'll usually 
find her at home or at the church. She occasionally plays with either 
Stu or Popuri. May isn't really tight with her mother since she left  
her when she was still little at the hand of her father. Cute May hopes to 
one day meet her, but at the same time she feels anxious. 

  _____________ 
 /            / 
| MAY'S EVENT \ 
 \____________/ 

KAI, THE ARRIVAL OF THE SUMMER PURPLE WIND 
------------------------------------------- 

REQUIREMENTS FOR EVENT TO TRIGGER: 
- Must be your first year gameplaying. 
- Must be before the day of the commencement of Summer 

When you walk in by your farm to Downtown between 2PM~7PM, you'll come across  



Kai, Popuri and May. Both girls will express delightfulness and welcome Kai 
back in town. He will give an invitation to Popuri to visit him occasionally  
at his restaurant. Kai will soon be aware of your presence and will walk  
toward you while  the two ladies return to their home. He will say that he  
never seen you around before. And so go on his speech of formality.  
At the end of the event, he'll say that he has a restaurant at Mineral beach 
which will be open tomorrow. So he hopes to see you there, and he 
leaves you with a smile. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           KANO             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    15AN0O4 

             BIRTHDATE: Unknown        WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Unknown 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town    NATURE: Unknown 
             SEXUAL REF: Male          PROFESSION: photographer 

Kano works as a photographer. He once lived in Mineral Town. 
Guided by the outside world's mysterious aroma, he left town in order to  
explore the world, mainly to take pictures. This invidual will not make his  
apparition in the game. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           GOTZ             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    G0T4W3Z 

             BIRTHDATE: Winter 02       WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: House in the woods 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town     NATURE: Aggressive 
             SEXUAL REF: Male           PROFESSION: Woodcutter & Builder 
             WIFE: Unknown              
             DAUGHTER: Unknown 

             ATTACHMENT FOR: Honey, Lumber, Miso soup and any flavor juice. 

             APPEARANCE: Big guy wearing a white t-shirt. He has brown hair  
                         and a brown beard. 
                       
              
Gotz is another fundamental character of the game if you want to 
proceed to marriage. He upgrades your farm buildings for you. You need 
to extend your house twice if you want to access more items from the  
TV. Shopping network. Same goes with the barn, makers will become available 
at Saibara痴 once you extend it. DO NOT ASK GOTZ TOO MUCH REQUEST!  
Otherwise, one day he would stop working for your furthermore. 
Therefore giving a huge time lost on getting your furniture and such. 
To avoid this, GIVE HIM GIFTS when he is working at your farm or anytime.  
In other words, just treat him as if he were your animal. >_> 

His family died by falling from the cliff of Mother's hill. So, this is 
the reason why he acts mean towards everybody. When that tragedy happened, 
he promised himself to not let those who wander on Mother's hill   



experience the same fate as his wife and daughter. 

In the morning, you'll find him in Mother's hill, picking up good trees 
to cut down. Afterwards, he should be inside his house. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           GREG             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    C2G17EG 

             BIRTHDATE: Unknown          WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Unknown 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Unknown 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: Fisherman 

He was once the roomate of Zack until he went to explore and 
search for new species of fish. He left most of his wares with 
Zack such as the fishing rod that will be given to you in the game. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           DUKE             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    DU3KEI3 

             BIRTHDATE: Winter 15        WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Winery shop 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Alcoholic 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: Wine maker 
             WIFE: Manna              
             DAUGHTER: Aja 

             MADLY FOUND ABOUT: Wine, Eggplants. 

             APPEARANCE: Man around 50 years old, wearing a purple jacket. 

Duke runs the Winery shop with his wife Manna. This man is quite similar to 
Karen. He is very fond of wine. Sometimes, Duke and Manna always have a  
fight against each other. That is why Aja, their daughter, left the house in 
the first place. Aja could no longer endure the pain of hearing  
her parents quarrelling with each other, especially when she gets involved. 
Thus, she left Mineral town to live in the big city.  

Since Duke is the proud owner of the Winery shop, he gives himself the right 
to drink the half of their harvest. So, resulting in dividing half their 
income. No wonder Manna is mad at him. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (          MANNA             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 



                                   M4WWAEI 

             BIRTHDATE: Fall 11          WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Winery shop 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Loquacious 
             SEXUAL REF: Female          PROFESSION: Cashier 
             HUSBAND: Duke            
             DAUGHTER: Aja 
              
             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Perfume, Skin lotion, Necklace, Strawberry Jam 
             ATTACHMENT FOR: Milk, Honey, Dresses, Cheese and any Juice flavor 
  
             APPEARANCE: Woman with black hair, wearing a black dress and a 
                         white bandana around her neck. 

Manna helps Duke run the Winery shop.  
Like a parrot, she surely loves to talk a lot. 
Each time you speak to her she will begin an annoying endless speech. 
Hopefully, when talking to her, time will freeze. You'll usually find 
her at the Winery shop. Around 3PM, she will be at the plaza with  
Sasha and Anna. Despite being around Duke's negative aura, she is 
always smiling and in a good humor. Manna sometimes engages herself 
in a quarrel with Duke because he is taking half the income 
they make by eating half their harvest.  

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (            AJA             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    AFCJAXN 

             BIRTHDATE: Unknown          WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: In the city 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Unknown 
             SEXUAL REF: Female          PROFESSION: Unknown 
             FATHER: Duke            
             MOTHER: Manna 

Aja is actually Duke and Manna's daughter. She left Mineral Town because  
her father and mother are always fighting each other. She especially hates 
to get involved in their quarrels. So she took the initiative to get the hell 
out home and move to the big city. She hopes that her absence left them a 
second thought on why they shouldn't fight. Unfortunately, Duke and Manna 
still fight each regardless of Aja's effort. Humans can't simply ignore 
their nature... 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           BASIL            ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    B455I1E 

             BIRTHDATE: Summer 11        WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: House 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Curious 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: Naturalist 
             WIFE: Anna            



             DAUGHTER: Mary 

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Any flowers, Vegetable Juice, Wine and  
                               Wild Grape Wine. 

Basil is a Naturalist who enjoys climbing up Mother Hill. 
His favorite hobby is to write some book about flowers and other 
plant specimens. Most of the books at the library were written by him. 
He is married to Anna and has a daughter named Mary. On Mondays, you'll find 
him at mother's hill with his whole family. In the other days, you'll 
usually find him in his house. However, when Anna is gone to join her 
friends at Rose square, Basil will lock himself in his room and will 
lock the house as well. I Wonder what he's doing? -.- 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           ANNA             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    AWN4YNP 

             BIRTHDATE: Fall 29          WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Basil's House 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Eccentric 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: None 
             HUSBAND: Basil           
             DAUGHTER: Mary 

             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Sweet Potatoes, Strawberries, Perfume,  
                               Necklace, Salad, Strawberry Jam.  

             APPEARANCE: A black haired woman wearing a white and green fancy 
                         dress. 

She lives next door to the Library with her husband Basil and 
daughter Mary. You can find her either at home or at 
the plaza when she gossips with Manna and Sasha. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           LOUIS            ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    LC3UY5E 

             BIRTHDATE: Unknown          WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Unknown 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Unknown 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: Bugcatcher 

He used to live with Gotz. He made a great influence on Stu which 
made him like bugs too. One day, he saw a magnificent butterfly. 
This last flew far away, projecting a cursed breeze which 
led Greg to an irresistible desire to catch it. He never came back.  



                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (           JEFF             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                    J3FF13O 

             BIRTHDATE: Winter 29        WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Supermarket 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Gullibility 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: Cashier 
             WIFE: Sasha         
             DAUGHTER: Karen 

             ATTACHMENT FOR: Any flavor juice. 

             APPEARANCE: He looks like a waiter, black pants/shoes,  
                         white shirt,  and has a red tie. 

Jeff runs the supermarket with the support of his wife Sasha and  
occasionally from his daughter Karen. So far, Sasha and Karen seem 
to have a decent life thanks to Jeff. However, Jeff doesn't feel the same 
way as his family does. He seems disturbed and worried at first glance.  
Jeff is an easy going person. He just doesn't have enough confidence in 
himself. 

During break, he goes to the Clinic to get regular checkups or to the  
church to pray. 

  

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (          SASHA             ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                   54SHAV4 

             BIRTHDATE: Spring 30          WHERE SHE RESIDE NOW: Supermarket 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town        NATURE: Helpful 
             SEXUAL REF: Female            PROFESSION: Stockwoman 
             HUSBAND: Jeff          
             DAUGHTER: Karen 

             ATTACHMENT FOR: Perfume and Pink Cat Flower. 

             APPEARANCE: Woman with light brown hair and deep blue eyes. 
                         She wears a blue dress. 

Sasha helps run the Supermarket for her husband Jeff though she has 
doubt that her husband couldn't perform an excellent job. She attempts 
to teach him how to be persistent and competent enough to get respect, 
but her stunt fails in vain. In her spare time, she wanders around 
in the backroom of the establishment. The afternoon, she goes off 
to Rose square joining her friends Anna and Manna discussing about some  
personal affair. 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (          CARTER            ) 



                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                                   C4RT3RS 

             BIRTHDATE: Fall 20          WHERE HE RESIDE NOW: Church 
             HOMETOWN: Mineral Town      NATURE: Generous 
             SEXUAL REF: Male            PROFESSION: Pastor/Teacher 
              
             MADLY FOND ABOUT: Curry Powder, Miso soup and Honey. 

Carter will rarely go out of his domain. Except in the mornings when he goes to 
pray in the graveyard. Then in the afternoon he goes out to 
baby-sit Stu and May. 

If you have done a mischievous act lately, go confess at the church by  
entering the left door. Three random options will appear. If you're 
a lucky one, and the Harvest Goddess has forgiven you, you'll gain 
something nice. For example, if you've selected the option  
"The town residents bear a grudge against me" and you somehow  
managed to get forgiven, then congratulation, you致e won extra affection 
points from all the villagers. 

  _______________ 
 /               \ 
| CARTER'S EVENT / 
 \_______________\ 

CARTER'S SECRET DOOR 
-------------------- 

If you wander into the church past 7PM on Wednesday, Carter 
will be missing. Ever the snoop, your character will 
check the mysterious door on the right which leads to 
something behind the church. Wandering out through the 
door, you will find Carter enjoying a truffle. As he 
stammers an explanation about the whole thing, he 
decides to buy your silence by leaving the door 
unlocked so you can gather the two truffles, Poison 
Shroom, and regular shroom each day. Truffles are a 
sweet treat. And if you would fancy a White Grass, you can  
graciously take some during Winter. 

=========================== 

D.SPRITES 

The Harvest Sprites live in a hut behind Carter's Church. 
Their purpose in the game is to aid you in running your farm if you 
need a break, too much work needs to be done, and etcetera. 
Although, they need to have at least three hearts before you 
can assign them any task. Be careful, those little fellows  
are the same as Gotz. Basically, if you ignore their need 
to be loved, their affection level will quickly drop. 
Just be sure to give them a reward when they are done 
working. 



                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (         CHEF [Red]         ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 

               BIRTHDAY: Fall 14 
               COOKING RECIPE GIVEN: Candied Potato 
               MADLY FOND ABOUT: Flour, Relaxation leaves 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (       NAPPY [Orange]       ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 

               BIRTHDAY: Winter 22 
               MADLY FOND ABOUT: Flour, Relaxation leaves 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (       HOGGY [Yellow]       ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 

               BIRTHDAY: Fall 10 
               MADLY FOND ABOUT: Flour, Relaxation leaves 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (        TIMID [Green]       ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 

               BIRTHDAY: Summer 16 
               MADLY FOND ABOUT: Flour, Relaxation leaves 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (        STAID [Blue]        ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 

               BIRTHDAY: Spring 15 
               MADLY FOND ABOUT: Flour, Relaxation leaves 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 



                         (       BOLD [Purple]        ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 

               BIRTHDAY: Spring 4 
               MADLY FOND ABOUT: Flour, Relaxation leaves 

                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 
                          |                          | 
                         (      AQUA [Aquamarine]     ) 
                          |                          | 
                           =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 

               BIRTHDAY: Spring 26 
               MADLY FOND ABOUT: Flour, Relaxation leaves 

==================== 
III. ENDING/CREDITS 
==================== 
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<<timmytation@yahoo.com>> - For fully editing my guide once 
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